Hardcover Fiction

1. All the Devils Are Here
   Louise Penny, Minotaur, $28.99, 9781250145239
2. The Evening and the Morning
   Ken Follett, Viking, $36, 9780525954989
3. Troubled Blood
   Robert Galbraith, Mulholland Books, $29, 9780316498937
4. The Lying Life of Adults
   Elena Ferrante, Europa Editions, $26, 9781609455910
5. Piranesi
   Susanna Clarke, Bloomsbury Publishing, $27, 9781635575637
6. Anxious People
   Fredrik Backman, Atria, $28, 9781501160837
7. Transcendent Kingdom
   Yaa Gyasi, Knopf, $27.95, 9780525658184
8. The Vanishing Half
   Brit Bennett, Riverhead Books, $27, 9780525536291
9. Squeeze Me
   Carl Hiaasen, Knopf, $28.95, 9781524733452
10. Where the Crawdads Sing
    Delia Owens, Putnam, $26, 9780735219090
11. Homeland Elegies
    Ayad Akhtar, Little, Brown, $28, 9780316496421
*12. To Sleep in a Sea of Stars
    Christopher Paolini, Tor, $29.99, 9781250762849
13. Mexican Gothic
    Silvia Moreno-Garcia, Del Rey, $27, 9780525620785
*14. American Dirt
    Jeanine Cummins, Flatiron Books, $27.99, 9781250209764
15. One by One
    Ruth Ware, Gallery/Scout Press, $27.99, 9781501188817

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
# Hardcover Non-Fiction

1. **Rage**  
   Bob Woodward, S&S, $30, 9781982131739

2. **Caste**  
   Isabel Wilkerson, Random House, $32, 9780593230251

3. **Disloyal**  
   Michael Cohen, Skyhorse, $32.50, 9781510764699

4. **How to Be an Antiracist**  
   Ibram X. Kendi, One World, $27, 9780525509288

5. **Too Much and Never Enough**  
   Mary L. Trump, Ph.D., S&S, $28, 9781982141462

6. **Untamed**  
   Glennon Doyle, The Dial Press, $28, 9781984801258

7. **Compromised**  
   Peter Strzok, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, $30, 9780358237068

8. **Eat a Peach**  
   David Chang, Gabe Ulla, Clarkson Potter, $28, 9781524759216

9. **Breath**  
   James Nestor, Riverhead Books, $28, 9780735213616

10. **Vesper Flights**  
    Helen MacDonald, Grove Press, $27, 9780802128812

11. **World of Wonders**  
    Aimee Nezhukumatathil, Fumi Nakamura (Illus.), Milkweed Editions, $25, 9781571313652

12. **The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse**  
    Charlie Mackesy, HarperOne, $22.99, 9780062976581

13. **Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat**  
    Samin Nosrat, Wendy MacNaughton (Illus.), S&S, $35, 9781476753836

14. **His Truth Is Marching On**  
    Jon Meacham, Random House, $30, 9781984855022

15. **Me and White Supremacy**  
    Layla Saad, Sourcebooks, $25.99, 9781728209807

*Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.*
# Paperback Fiction

1. **The Overstory**  
   Richard Powers, Norton, $18.95, 9780393356687

2. **Circe**  
   Madeline Miller, Back Bay, $16.99, 9780316556323

3. **Drive Your Plow Over the Bones of the Dead**  
   Olga Tokarczuk, Riverhead Books, $17, 9780525541349

4. **The Testaments**  
   Margaret Atwood, Anchor, $16.95, 9780525562627

5. **The Nickel Boys**  
   Colson Whitehead, Anchor, $15.95, 9780345804341

6. **The Starless Sea**  
   Erin Morgenstern, Anchor, $16.95, 9781101971383

7. **Homegoing**  
   Yaa Gyasi, Vintage, $16.95, 9781101971062

8. **Deep River**  
   Karl Marlantes, Grove Press, $20, 9780802148971

9. **A Gentleman in Moscow**  
   Amor Towles, Penguin, $17, 9780143110439

10. **Normal People**  
    Sally Rooney, Hogarth, $17, 9781984822185

11. **This Tender Land**  
    William Kent Krueger, Atria, $17, 9781476749303

12. **Dune**  
    Frank Herbert, Ace, $18, 9780441013593

13. **The Tattooist of Auschwitz**  
    Heather Morris, Harper, $16.99, 9780062797155

14. **There There**  
    Tommy Orange, Vintage, $16, 9780525436140

15. **City of Girls**  
    Elizabeth Gilbert, Riverhead Books, $17, 9781594634741

---

**Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.**
Paperback Non-Fiction

1. White Fragility
   Robin DiAngelo, Beacon Press, $16, 9780807047415

2. So You Want to Talk About Race
   Ijeoma Oluo, Seal Press, $16.99, 9781580058827

3. Stamped from the Beginning
   Ibram X. Kendi, Bold Type Books, $19.99, 9781568585987

4. Braiding Sweetgrass
   Robin Wall Kimmerer, Milkweed Editions, $18, 9781571313560

5. My Own Words
   Ruth Bader Ginsburg, S&S, $18, 9781501145254

*6. Tightrope: Americans Reaching for Hope
   Nicholas D. Kristof, Sheryl WuDunn, Vintage, $16.95, 9780525564171

7. The Color of Law
   Richard Rothstein, Liveright, $17.95, 9781631494536

8. The New Jim Crow
   Michelle Alexander, New Press, $18.99, 9781620971932

9. The Truths We Hold
   Kamala Harris, Penguin, $18, 9780525560739

*10. On Tyranny
     Timothy Snyder, Tim Duggan Books, $9.99, 9780804190114

11. The Warmth of Other Suns
    Isabel Wilkerson, Vintage, $17.95, 9780679763888

12. My Grandmother’s Hands
    Resmaa Menakem, Central Recovery Press, $17.95, 9781942094470

13. Born a Crime
    Trevor Noah, One World, $18, 9780399588198

    Timothy Egan, Penguin, $18, 9780735225251

15. The Fire Next Time
    James Baldwin, Vintage, $13.95, 9780679744726

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Children’s Illustrated

1. **Goodnight Moon**
   Margaret Wise Brown, Clement Hurd (Illus.), Harper, $8.99, 9780694003617

2. **Antiracist Baby**
   Ibram X. Kendi, Ashley Lukashevsky (Illus.), Kokila, $8.99, 9780593110508

3. **I Dissent: Ruth Bader Ginsburg Makes Her Mark**
   Debbie Levy, Elizabeth Baddeley (Illus.), Simon & Schuster (BYR), $18.99, 9781481465595

4. **Room on the Broom Push-Pull-Slide Board Book**
   Julia Donaldson, Axel Scheffler (Illus.), Dial Books, $8.99, 9780593110409

5. **Last Stop on Market Street**
   Matt de la Peña, Christian Robinson (Illus.), Putnam, $18.99, 9780399257742

6. **The Very Hungry Caterpillar**
   Eric Carle, Putnam, $10.99, 9780399226908

*7. **I Love You, Little Pookie**
   Sandra Boynton, Little Simon, $5.99, 9781534437234

*8. **Big Red Barn**
   Margaret Wise Brown, Felicia Bond (Illus.), Balzer + Bray, $8.99, 9780694006243

*9. **Press Here**
   Herve Tullet, Chronicle, $15.99, 9780811879545

*10. **Just Ask!: Be Different, Be Brave, Be You**
   Sonia Sotomayor, Rafael López (Illus.), Philomel Books, $17.99, 9780525514121

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Early & Middle Readers

1. *A Whale of the Wild*  
   Rosanne Parry, Lindsay Moore (Illus.), Greenwillow Books, $17.99, 9780062995926

2. *Rowley Jefferson’s Awesome Friendly Adventure*  
   Jeff Kinney, Amulet, $14.99, 9781419749094

3. *Bob*  
   Wendy Mass, Rebecca Stead, Nicholas Gannon (Illus.), Square Fish, $7.99, 9781250308696

4. *A Wolf Called Wander*  
   Rosanne Parry, Monica Armino (Illus.), Greenwillow Books, $16.99, 9780062895936

5. *New Kid*  
   Jerry Craft, Harper, $12.99, 9780062691194

6. *Lightfall: The Girl & the Galdurian*  
   Tim Probert, HarperAlley, $12.99, 9780062990464

7. *The One and Only Bob*  
   Katherine Applegate, Patricia Castelao (Illus.), Harper, $18.99, 9780062991317

8. *Guts*  
   Raina Telgemeier, Graphix, $12.99, 9780545852500


10. *Because of Winn-Dixie*  
    Kate DiCamillo, Candlewick, $7.99, 9780763680862

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
# Pacific Northwest Independent Bestseller List - September 20, 2020

**Young Adult**

1. **Stamped**: Racism, Antiracism, and You  
   Jason Reynolds, Ibram X. Kendi, Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, $18.99, 9780316453691

2. **The Hate U Give**  
   Angie Thomas, Balzer + Bray, $18.99, 9780062871350

3. **A Peculiar Peril**  
   Jeff VanderMeer, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $19.99, 9780374308865

4. **Legendborn**  
   Tracy Deonn, Margaret K. McElderry Books, $18.99, 9781534441606

5. **The Book Thief**  
   Markus Zusak, Knopf Books for Young Readers, $14.99, 9780385754729

6. **Furia**  
   Yamile Saied Méndez, Algonquin Young Readers, $17.95, 978161616209919

*7. **Wilder Girls**  
   Rory Power, Ember, $10.99, 9780525645610

*8. **The Prince and the Dressmaker**  
   Jen Wang, First Second, $16.99, 9781626723634

*9. **Witchlight**  
   Jessi Zabarsky, Random House Graphic, $16.99, 9780593119990

*10. **Clap When You Land**  
    Elizabeth Acevedo, Quill Tree Books, $18.99,

---

*Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.*
Children’s Series

1. **Dog Man: Grime and Punishment**
   Dav Pilkey, Graphix, $12.99, 9781338535624

2. **Logan Likes Mary Anne!**
   (The Baby-Sitters Club Graphic Novel, #8)
   Ann M. Martin, Gale Galligan (Illus.), Graphix, $12.99, 9781338304541

3. **The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes**
   (A Hunger Games Novel)
   Suzanne Collins, Scholastic, $27.99, 9781338635171

4. **The Dragonet Prophecy**
   (Wings of Fire, Book One)
   Tui T. Sutherland, Scholastic, $6.99, 9780545349239

5. **A Boy Called Bat**
   Elana K. Arnold, Charles Santoso (Illus.), Walden Pond Press, $6.99, 9780062445834

6. **Who Is Ruth Bader Ginsburg?**
   (Who Was/Is…?)
   Patricia Brennan Demuth, Jake Murray (Illus.), Penguin Workshop, $5.99, 9781524793531

7. **Midnight Sun**
   (Twilight)
   Stephenie Meyer, Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, $27.99, 9780316707046

8. **The Last Kids on Earth and the Skeleton Road**
   Max Brallier, Douglas Holgate (Illus.), Viking Books for Young Readers, $13.99, 9781984835345

9. **The Wild Robot**
   Peter Brown, Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, $8.99, 9780316382007

10. **Front Desk**
    (Book One)
    Kelly Yang, Arthur A. Levine Books, $7.99, 9781338157826

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.